December Graduation Ceremony
Southern Methodist University

Graduate Ceremony at Five O’clock
Undergraduate Ceremony at Seven-Thirty O’clock
Saturday, the Fifteenth of December
Two Thousand and One
McFarlin Memorial Auditorium
CARILLON CONCERT AND CALL TO CONVOCATION
Lorn Howard, Professor of Engineering Emeritus and Chief Marshal Emeritus

DECEMBER GRADUATION CONVOCATION
Ross C Murfin, Provost of the University, Presiding

PROCESSIONAL
Larry Palmer, Professor of Harpsichord and Organ and University Organist
Marche Heroique
A. Herbert Brewer

INVOCATION
Judith Henneberger, Assistant Chaplain to the University Graduate Ceremony
William M. Finnin, Chaplain to the University Undergraduate Ceremony

A TIME FOR REMEMBRANCE
America the Beautiful
Jasper Neel, Dean of Dedman College and Vice Provost

WELCOME
Provost Murfin

RECOGNITION OF PLATFORM PARTY

REMARKS
Jonathan Childers, President of the Senior Class Undergraduate Ceremony

PRESIDENT'S STATEMENT
R. Gerald Turner, President of the University

ADDRESS
Provost Murfin

CONFERRING OF DEGREES IN COURSE
Please refrain from applause until all candidates have been graduated.

Candidates for Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of Engineering Degrees
Presented by U. Narayan Bhat, Dean of Research and Graduate Studies
Hooded by Ross C Murfin, Provost of the University
Jasper Neel, Dean of Dedman College and Vice Provost
Stephen Szygenda, Dean of School of Engineering

Candidates for Degrees in Perkins School of Theology
Presented by Robin W. Lovin, Dean
Names read by Thomas Tunks, Associate Provost

Candidates for Degrees in Dedman School of Law
Presented by John B. Attanasio, Dean
Names read by Thomas Tunks, Associate Provost

Candidates for Degrees in Dedman College
Presented by Jasper Neel, Dean
Names read by Robert A. Patterson, Dean
Names read by Kathleen Hugley-Cook, Associate Dean
Candidates for Degrees in Meadows School of the Arts
Presented by Carole Brandt, Dean
Names read by Robert Stroker, Associate Dean

Candidates for Degrees in Edwin L. Cox School of Business
Presented by Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean
Names read by Marcia Armstrong, Associate Dean
Names read by Elbert B. Greynolds, Jr., Associate Dean

Candidates for Degrees in the School of Engineering
Presented by Stephen Szygenda, Dean
Names read by Leo Puccio, Assistant Dean

CONGRATULATIONS TO GRADUATES
Ruth Sharp Altshuler, Chair of the Board of Trustees
Caroline Brettell, President of the Faculty Senate
Susan Nowlin, President of the SMU Alumni Association

BENEDICTION
Chaplain Henneberger Graduate Ceremony
Chaplain Finnin Undergraduate Ceremony

UNIVERSITY HYMN
Varsity

RECESSIONAL
Finale (Symphonie IV) Charles-Marie Widor

ROTUNDA RECEPTIONAL Undergraduates only
Many of tonight’s undergraduate candidates for graduation began their life at SMU by marching through the Rotunda of Dallas Hall to Opening Convocation in McFarlin Auditorium. Tonight, all undergraduate candidates will return through that Rotunda, leaving one stage of membership in this community and beginning another—as an SMU alumna or alumnus. Following “Varsity,” the audience will be seated. Graduates will remain standing. Led by the Platform Party, graduates will march to Dallas Hall. When all graduates have left the auditorium for their walk of recollection, the Chief Marshal will dismiss the guests.

Diplomas will be mailed January 18.
DECEMBER 2001 CANDIDATES

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Timothy John Benner ...................... Anthropology
B.A., University of Victoria
M.A., Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: "Issues in the Measurement and
Definition of Poverty: An Example from the
Rural Philippines"
Adviser: Ben Wallace

Pavel Leonid Gavriluk ..................... Religious Studies
B.S., Moscow Institute of Physics
M.T.S., Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: "Divine Suffering/Impassibility in
Patristic Theology with Special Reference to
Cyril of Alexandria's Doctrine of the Incarnation"
Adviser: William Babcock

Jian Han ..................................... Statistical Sciences
B.S., Beijing Normal University
M.S., University of Maine
Dissertation: "Genetic Linkage Analysis of Bivari-ate Traits Using Identity by Descent Data from
Sib-pairs"
Adviser: Rudy Guerra

David Harold Jurney, Jr .................... Anthropology
B.A., Appalachian State University
M.A., University of Arkansas, Fayetteville
Dissertation: "Diaspora of the Alabama and Cousati
Indians Across Southeastern North America"
Adviser: Garth Simpson

Katherine Rae Nelson ..................... Anthropology
B.A., Saint Olaf College
M.A., Northern Illinois University
M.A., Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: "The Container Complex: Ethnographic
and Environmental Patterning"
Adviser: Fred Wendorf

Camille Rene Paterson .................... Psychology
B.A., B.A., Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: "The Pursuit of Happiness Above All
Else: A Critique of Mood Management"
Adviser: Laura King

Christine Skipper ......................... Anthropology
B.A., University of Vermont
M.A., Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: "To Deserve One Another's Confidence:
An Historical Ethnography of Company, Community
and Deindustrialization in an Alabama
Town"
Adviser: Caroline Bretell

Di Zhang ................................. Biological Sciences
B.S., Jilin University of Technology
M.S., Michigan State University
Dissertation: "The Helix Packing of Subunit A of
the FF0 ATPase as Studied By Protease Activity
of 1,10-Phenanthroline-Copper"
Adviser: Steve Vuk


IN SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Mohammad Almasri ....................... Electrical Engineering
B.Sc., Bogazici University, Turkey
Dissertation: "Micromachined Semiconducting
YBaCuO IR and FIR Detectors"
Adviser: Donald Butler

Nuitha Vibhavie Amarasinghe .......... Electrical Engineering
B.Sc., University of Colombo, Sri Lanka
M.Sc., Wichita State University, Kansas
Dissertation: "Random Telegraph Signals in Sub-
micron MOSFETs"
Adviser: Zeynep Çelik-Butler

Mihai Burzo .............................. Mechanical Engineering
Diploma, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca,
Romania
Dissertation: "Transient Thermoreflectance Mea-
surements of the Thermal Properties of Metallized
Thin-Film Electronics Materials"
Adviser: Peter Raad

Chung-Jen Kuo ......................... Electrical Engineering
B.S.E., Fu Jen Catholic University
M.S.E., University of Detroit
Dissertation: "Signal Subspace-based Speech
Enhancement"
Adviser: Carlos Davila

Mohamed Fouad Maakour ............ Electrical Engineering
B.S.E.E., M.S.E.E., Alexandria University, Egypt
Dissertation: "W-CDMA for Wireless Multimedia
Applications"
Adviser: Sowmya Gupta

Rada Flavia Mihaela .................. Computer Science
M.S., Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: "Turning Implicit Knowledge into
Explicit Knowledge via Word Semantics: A
Model for Information Retrieval"
Adviser: Dan Moldovan

Tae Hwan Oh ....................... Applied Science
B.S.E.E., Texas Tech University
M.S.E.E., Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: "Reliability and QoS in Multi-Protocol
Label Switching (MPLS) Networks"
Adviser: Thomas M. Chen
Alexandru M. Pasca .............................................. Computer Science
B.Sc., Technical University of Cluj-Napoca,
Romania
M.S., Université Joseph Fourier, France
Dissertation: “High-Performance, Open-Domain
Question Answering from Large Text Collections”
Adviser: Sana Harabagiu

Jian Wang ...................................................... Electrical Engineering
M.S., Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Error-robust CELP Speech Coding
and Concealment”
Adviser: Jerry Gibson

IN DEDMAN SCHOOL OF LAW

Degree of Juris Doctor

Brian Edward Alverson .............................................. Law
B.A., Vanderbilt University
Brenda Ann Bryant .............................................. Law
B.A., Northwestern State University
Carr Pritchett Collins IV ....................................... Law
B.S., Westminster College
Fallyeme Elena Guerrer ......................................... Law
B.S., Iowa State University
Young Christian Jenkins ....................................... Law
B.A., University of North Texas
Judd Logan Leach ............................................... Law
With Honors
B.A., University of Texas, Austin

Jeremy Adam Medeiros ......................................... Law
B.S., Southern Methodist University
Mark J. Schirber ............................................... Law
B.A., New Mexico State University
Darla Joan Smith ............................................... Law
With Honors
B.S., Southwest Texas State University
Brandi Kay Summey .............................................. Law
With Honors
B.A., University of North Carolina, Charlotte
Matthew Wayne Troup ......................................... Law
B.A., Millsaps College
Ivan Omri Villaruel Turgi ..................................... Law
B.S., University of Texas, Austin

Degree of Master of Laws
(Comparative and International Law)

Cheng-Hsien Lin ................................................ Law
B.L., National Taiwan University
M.L., National Chengchi University

Turki Al Thunayan ................................................ Law
B.A., King Saud University, Saudi Arabia

Degree of Master of Laws

Charolette F. Noel ............................................... Taxation
B.B.A., J.D., University of Oklahoma, Norman
J.D., University of Texas, Austin

James O. Wyss ............................................... Taxation
B.A., J.D., Saint Mary's University
J.D., University of Texas, Austin

IN PERKINS SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

Degree of Master of Theological Studies

Meredith Remington Bell ..................................... Law
B.S., Texas A&M University

Degree of Master of Divinity

Steven Henry Bell .............................................. Rights
B.S., Centenary College of Louisiana
Richard Matthew Crownover ................................ Law
With Honors
B.A., Austin College
John A. Flath .................................................. Rights
B.A., Texas A&M University, Corpus Christi
M.E.D., Texas A&M University, Kingsville
M.D., Texas A&M University, College Station
Andrew Joseph Lewis ........................................ Rights
With Honors
B.A., University of Texas, Austin
Joseph Walter Miller, Jr. ..................................... Rights
With Honors
B.C.E., M.C.E., M.E., Ph.D., University of Louisville

Richard A. Prather ............................................. Rights
With Honors
B.S., Southwestern University
Ph.D., University of Colorado, Boulder
Shirley Wallace Reaves ..................................... Rights
B.A.S., Dallas Baptist University
Jose Saint-Louis ............................................... Rights
B.A., University of Haiti
Michael Irwin Varlassi ....................................... Rights
B.S., Miami University
Beth Ann Waldrup ............................................. Rights
With Honors
B.A., M.B.A., Baylor University
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Degree of Doctor of Ministry
Walter Frederick Wieder
B.A., University of Charleston
M.Div., Colgate Rochester Divinity School
Project: “A Religious Consumers Guide for Arranging Funeral Services”

Degree of Master of Religious Education
Janyth Faye Hofer
B.M., Ithaca College

Degree of Master of Sacred Music
Deborah Ann Chapman .......................... Sacred Music
B.S., Texas Woman’s University
Edgardo Lasola Macapili ..................... Sacred Music
B.C.M., Asian Institute for Liturgy & Music,
Philippines
Standard Ministerial Course, Four Square Bible
College, Philippines

Kelli Brown Mullinix ......................... Sacred Music
With Honors
B.M., Mars Hill College

In Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences

Degree of Master of Arts
William J.D. Allen .................................. Anthropology
B.A., Oregon State University
Kristen Mildred Core ................................... Anthropology
B.A., State University of New York, Geneseo
M.A., University of Rochester
Mark Stephen Davis ............................... Biological Sciences
B.S., Southwestern University
Lindsay Michelle Lawrence ..................... English
B.A., Schreiner College
Thesis: “Definitions of Masculinity and George Elliot’s Middlemarch”
Andrea Kirby Prawdzik .............................. English
B.A., University of Texas, Austin
Thesis: “Orbiting”
Amy Elizabeth Samples .............................. Psychology
B.A., University of Oklahoma, Norman
Jessica Lynn Speltz ................................. Psychology
B.A., Saint Edward’s University
Qin Wang ............................................. Economics
B.A., Dalian University of Technology
Tien-Shuo Wang ...................................... Biological Sciences
B.S., The University of Findlay

Degree of Master of Bilingual Education
Dawn Gittens-Abdullah ............................ Bilingual Education
B.B.A., University of North Texas
Michael Edward Kuntz .............................. Bilingual Education
B.A., Purdue University
Adriana Medrano Marroquin ..................... Bilingual Education
B.F.A., Southern Methodist University
Maria Mootz ........................................... Bilingual Education
B.S., Texas Woman’s University
Laura Cristina Navarrete ............................ Bilingual Education
B.A., Saint Mary’s University
Alejandro Reina-García ......................... Bilingual Education
Lic., Universidad de Murcia, Spain
Ana Patricia Rodríguez ......................... Bilingual Education
B.S., Sam Houston State University
Anaélisa Torres-Colón .............................. Bilingual Education
B.S., Universidad San Carlos, Guatemala
Aide V. Williams ...................................... Bilingual Education
B.A., Montemorelos University, Mexico

Degree of Master of Liberal Arts
Patricia Ann Barnett ............................... Liberal Arts
B.B., University of Texas, Austin
Jessica Lynn Bell ................................. Liberal Arts
B.A.A.S., Dallas Baptist University
Stephen R. Bell ...................................... Liberal Arts
B.A., Dallas Baptist University
Charles Philip Brown ............................. Liberal Arts
B.A.Ed., University of New Mexico
William Edmund Byerly .......................... Liberal Arts
B.A., Flagler College
Michelle Marie Chaney ............................ Liberal Arts
B.S., Texas Woman’s University
Douglas Erickson .................................. Liberal Arts
B.S., Sierra Nevada College
Kevin M. Felton .................................... Liberal Arts
B.S., University of Washington
Lazonda Vachel Gardner .......................... Liberal Arts
B.A., Prairie View A&M University
Agnes C. Gonzalez-Hamun ..................... Liberal Arts
B.A., University of Texas, Austin
Marcia Cox Hamun ................................. Liberal Arts
B.S., Texas Woman’s University
Apryl Hampton ..................................... Liberal Arts
B.S., University of South Carolina
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Sammy K. Harrison, Jr. ........................................ Liberal Arts
B.S., Indiana State University
Michelle Renee Holloway ..................................... Liberal Arts
B.M.E., Tulsa University
Edward A. Horton .................................................. Liberal Arts
B.A., College of William and Mary
Tammy Kilbert ....................................................... Liberal Arts
B.A., Loyola University
Janet S. Levi ......................................................... Liberal Arts
B.A., University of New Orleans
Katherine Lipsky .................................................... Liberal Arts
B.A., Sarah Lawrence College
M.S.W., Catholic University
M.S.C., Texas Woman's University
Susan McQueen .................................................... Liberal Arts
B.A., Texas Tech University
Catherine Graham Montgomery ............................... Liberal Arts
B.A., Tulane University
Charles Thomas Mulvey ............................................. Liberal Arts
B.A., University of Texas, Austin
Lydia Murray .......................................................... Liberal Arts
B.A., Chaminade University
Ginger Johnson Oravsky .......................................... Liberal Arts
B.A., Baylor University
Ruben Arthur Puente .............................................. Liberal Arts
B.S., University of Texas, Arlington
Angela Davis Reed .................................................. Liberal Arts
B.S.N., Memphis State University
Kristy Williams Rofheart ........................................ Liberal Arts
B.S., University of Oklahoma
Todd E. Selders ..................................................... Liberal Arts
B.A., University of Central Oklahoma
Jane Cornish Smith .................................................. Liberal Arts
B.F.A., Southern Methodist University
Rodney L. Spear ..................................................... Liberal Arts
B.S., Purdue University
M.B.A., University of Notre Dame
Laurene M. St. Germain ............................................. Liberal Arts
B.A.B.A., Dallas Baptist University
Jean Carroll Swindell .............................................. Liberal Arts
B.A., B.S.H., Southern Methodist University
Linda Diane Van Pelt .................................................. Liberal Arts
B.S., Texas Woman's University
Anne Clayton Ware .................................................. Liberal Arts
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Anna Laura Weygand .............................................. Liberal Arts
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute
James Robert Wiebelnadi ............................................ Liberal Arts
B.A., Northern Illinois University

IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Degree of Master of Arts

Anne Carole Kirby Garrad .................................. Art History
B.A., University of North Texas
Allison Nicole Hoeltzle .................................. Arts Administration
B.S., Butler University
Elaine Karen Ng ........................................ Arts Administration
B.A., University of California, Davis

Michelle Reneé Pace ...................................... Television/Radio
B.A., Sam Houston State University
Edieecc Payne Thompson ..................................... Art History
B.A., B.F.A., University of Texas, Austin
M.F.A., University of North Texas

Degree of Master of Music

Royal Clay Dumas ........................................ Guitar Performance
B.M., University of Hartford
Elizabeth Shannon Gross ................................ Voice Performance
B.M., Butler University
Dimitar Georgiev Pentchev ................................ Piano Performance
B.M., State Academy of Music, Bulgaria

Robin Celise Williams ..................................... Music Education
B.M.T., Phillips University
Thesis: “Music Preferences of Middle School Students With Special Needs and Their Regular Education Peers”

Degree of Master of Music Therapy

Courtney Allyn Brez .................................... Music Therapy
B.M., Miami University, Oxford, Ohio
Thesis: “The Effects of Songwriting and Storytelling on Emotional Identification During Pediatric Hemodialysis”

Robin Celise Williams ..................................... Music Therapy
B.M.T., Phillips University
Thesis: “Music Preferences of Middle School Students With Special Needs and Their Regular Education Peers”

Artist Certificate

Sukeyuki Iwatanri .................................... Violin Performance
Fumika Yamamura .................................... Violin Performance
B.M., Toho Gakuen School of Music, Japan
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IN EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Degree of Master of Business Administration

Alison J. Ahmad-Pai
B.S., Southern Methodist University

Jady Scott Alexander
B.S., Harding University

Michael Troy Baird
B.S., Purdue University

Ellis S. Belfer
B.S., University of Texas, Austin

J. Lawrence Blatt
B.A., University of Texas, Austin

Stephanie Stewart Brandao
B.A., Baylor University

Jeffrey C. Brooks
B.S., Southern Methodist University

John Andrew Chambers
B.B.A., Texas A&M University

Laura De Hoep Chambers
B.S., Texas A&M University

Roxanne Lynne Claussen
B.S., Illinois State University

Michael Coyle
B.S., Texas Tech University

M.S., Southern Methodist University

Kristopher K. DeSoto
Ph.D., University of Texas, Arlington

David L. Decker
B.M., Manhattan School of Music

M.S., Baylor University

Brian Matthew Doffing
B.S., Texas A&M University

Jonathan Edward Dormer
B.B.A., Texas A&M University

Kyle Thomas Duston
B.A., Texas Tech University

Steven Benjamin Fellows
B.S., Cornell University

M.S., Colorado School of Mines

Erin Noel Fenstermaker
B.A., Southern Methodist University

Gordon Paul Ferguson
B.S., University of Oklahoma, Norman

Ramon Flores
B.A., Harvard University

Milissa Ann Foshee
B.B.A., Stephen F. Austin State University

Scott Wynn Garrett
B.S., University of Texas, Dallas

Jeffry Todd Geiser
B.S., Texas A&M University

Rita Gomez
B.A., Northwestern University

Joseph Garrett Hanrahon
B.A., B.B.A., Southern Methodist University

Chun Hui Harried
B.S., University of Central Oklahoma

B.S., Shanghai Jiao Tong University

Timothy Matthew Herchen
B.S., Florida State University

Brandon Chase Hoog
B.S.M., University of Texas, Austin

Christopher Gene Howard
B.S.E., M.S.E., University of Arkansas, Fayettville

David Robert Humphries
B.S., Indiana University, Bloomington

Michael Patrick Ingram
B.B.A., Rockhurst College

Jason Shawn Jett
B.S., LeTouerneau University

Douglas Geoffrey John, Jr.
B.S., Mount Saint Mary’s College

Eric Christopher Jones
B.S., Texas Tech University

Tina M. King
B.S., Colorado School of Mines

Christopher J. Korman
B.S.E., Auburn University

Sailaja Siva Kota
B.Tech., Andhra University

James Steven Kuhn
B.A., Saint Xavier University

M.A., University of Tulsa

Neil Alan Lange
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University

Byron O’Neal Lawson
B.B.A., University of Iowa

Alice Li-Ying Lin
B.A., Boston University

Aaron Glen Lippie
B.S., Boise State University

Matthew Thomas Longhofer
B.S., Texas A&M University

Gustavo Lucio
B.S., M.S., I.T.E.S.M., University of Monterrey

Carmin Magnone Espiritu Malana
B.S., University of California, Berkeley

Stanford Thomas Manley
B.S.B., M.S., University of Florida

Michael Joseph Martel
B.S., Texas A&M University

Stephen Scott McIntosh
B.S., Southwest Texas State University

M.A., Baylor University

Mary Kathryn McKenzie
B.B.A., University of Texas, Austin

Clyde D. Miller, Jr.
B.S., University of Houston

Mark C. Mürik
B.S.C.E., University of Illinois, Urbana

Jack Pierre Oremberget
B.A., University of North Texas

Elizabeth Katarina Pantol
B.B.A., Texas Christian University

Frank Andrew Joseph Parma
B.S., Texas A&M University

Julie Lynne Plaster
B.S., University of Texas, Dallas

Thomas Randall Porter
B.S.B.A., University of Southern Mississippi

Ajit Prasad
B.S., Auburn University

M.S., Georgia Institute of Technology

Cheryl Shirley Quadros
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University

Stacey Christopher Ramos
B.A., B.S., New Mexico State University
Alexander Torsten Rapp  
B.S., Babson College  
Brian Kendall Robb  
B.S., Colorado State University  
David Mendoza Rodriguez  
B.B.A., University of Texas, Austin  
Avinash Chandra Saxena  
B.S., University of Indore, India  
M.S., University of Texas, Dallas  
Dale Warren Selby  
B.B.A., University of Oklahoma, Norman  
Bing Shen  
B.S.E., Beijing Institute of Technology  
M.S., McGill University  
Bryan Richard Shoe  
B.S., M.S., University of Texas, Dallas  
Russell Watson Sigman  
B.S., Texas A&M University  
Pankaj Singh  
B.S.E.E., Maulana Azad College of Technology, India  
M.S.E., University of South Florida  
Dustin Lee Slack  
B.Arch., University of Texas, Austin  
Angela Leigh Stanley  
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University  
Michael Ashley Stroud  
B.S., University of Texas, Austin  

Joe Thomas  
B.S., Louisiana State University & A&M College  
Randolph Gresham Touchstone  
B.A., University of Texas, Austin  
Susana Rosendal Traub  
B.S., Princess Isabel College  
M.D., State University, Rio de Janeiro  
Willard Warren Tucker  
B.A., Amherst College  
Robert Nicholas Turner  
B.A., Washington and Lee University  
Holly Kristen Veshum  
B.S.I., Ohio University  
David Scott Wagner  
B.A., University of Kentucky  
Bin Wang  
B.S.E., Beijing University  
M.S., University of Texas, Dallas  
Ph.D., Purdue University  
Michael Shu-Huan Wang  
B.S.M.E., Rochester Institute of Technology  
Christopher Michael Weber  
B.S., University of Oklahoma, Norman  
Paul Michael Welch  
B.S., M.S., Colorado School of Mines  
James Lynn Wheatley  
B.A., Hardin-Simmons University

Degree of Master of Science in Accounting

Jason Harold Benefield  
B.B.A., Texas Christian University  

John Samuel-Aaron Relton  
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University

IN SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Master of Science

James Sajan Abraham .......... Telecommunications  
B.S., Gandhi University, India  
Rian Abraham .......... Telecommunications  
B.E., University of Madras  
Eric Abuta .......... Software Engineering  
B.S., Texas Tech University  
Nirupam Barua .......... Telecommunications  
B.S.E., University of South Alabama  
Nishant Batra .......... Computer Science  
B.C.A., Devi Ahilya University, India  
William C. Benedict .......... Computer Science  
B.S., Arizona State University  
Juan Jose Alejandro Bermeu .......... Software Engineering  
B.S.E., I.T.E.S.M, University of Monterrey  
Allison Michelle Cerra .......... Telecommunications  
B.S., University of South Florida  
Weiju Chen .......... Telecommunications  
M.A., University of Iowa  
Emeka Remigius Churuwa .......... Telecommunications  
B.Sc., University of Port Harcourt  
Mary Ellen Coombs .......... Software Engineering  
B.A., Indiana University, South Bend  
B.S.E., Indiana University-Purdue University  
Albert William Dorrington IV .......... Software Engineering  
B.S.E., State University of New York, Buffalo  
Maziar Fallah .......... Telecommunications  
B.S.E., University of Victoria

Brian Douglas Farris .......... Environmental Systems Management  
B.S., Stephen F. Austin State University  
Gregory Adam Galing .......... Telecommunications  
B.S., University of Maine  
Dane Wade Gentzler .......... Software Engineering  
B.S., Oklahoma Christian University  
Kenneth Paul Githens .......... Telecommunications  
B.B.A., Baylor University  
Navaneetha Gopi .......... Telecommunications  
B.E., Ambethkar University, India  
Chris Jon Hall .......... Software Engineering  
B.S., University of Texas, Austin  
Amr Hambaza .......... Computer Science  
B.A., Austin College  
Ehimen Maxwell Isidahomen .......... Software Engineering  
B.S., University of Benin, Nigeria  
Imran Ismail .......... Operations Research  
B.S., Lahore University  
John Edens Jackson .......... Telecommunications  
B.S., United States Naval Academy  
Robert L. Johnson .......... Environmental Systems Management  
B.A.S., Our Lady of the Lake University  
Fadhel E. Kh. S. Khadayah .......... Software Engineering  
B.C.E., Kuwait University  
Athar Ahmed Khan .......... Telecommunications  
B.S., Osmania University
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Philip Muange Kilolo .................. Telecommunications
B.S.E., University of Southwestern Louisiana
Randall George Kremiske .................. Telecommunications
B.S.E., University of Wisconsin, Madison
Carl Thomas Leonard .................. Telecommunications
B.S., University of North Texas
M.S., Southern Methodist University
Leatrice Richardson Leslie ................ Software Engineering
B.A., Cuny Hunter College
Jeffrey Wayne Lewellen ................ Systems Engineering
B.S.E., California State Polytechnic University
B.S.M., University of Oklahoma, Norman
John P. Lorea .................. Manufacturing
B.S.C., Roger Williams College
Scott F. MacDonald ................ Telecommunications
B.S., B.S.E., Wentworth Institute of Technology
Padmaja N. S. Magapu ................ Telecommunications
B.S.V., Andhra University
Eugene Margulis .................. Telecommunications
Diploma, Kiev Polytechnical Institute, Russia
Terry Lee Miesen .................. Computer Science
B.S.E., Michigan Technological University
Mario Miranda ................ Telecommunications
B.S., National University of Mexico
Stephen Ellis Newsome ................ Software Engineering
B.S., Texas Tech University
M.B.A., Boston University
Patrick J. Noonan, Jr ................ Software Engineering
B.S., Saint Mary's University
Ka Hung Poon ................ Telecommunications
B.S., University of North Texas

Bruce Thomas Porter .................. Telecommunications
B.S.E., University of Washington
Jay S. Rawot ................ Operations Research
B.S.M.E., University of Illinois
M.B.A., M.A., Washington University, St. Louis
Sunita Rudraraju ................ Software Engineering
B.S.E., Arzloza University, India
Thomas Robert Short II ................ Software Engineering
B.S., University of Arizona
Coler Don Snellman ................ Systems Engineering
B.S., United States Military Academy
Pearl Thomas .................. Computer Science
M.C.A., Bharati University
James Stephen Umstetter ................ Telecommunications
B.S., Emmaus Bible College
Sanjay Vora ................ Telecommunications
B.E., Institute of Technology, India
Brandon DeWayne Wallace ................ Telecommunications
B.S., Prairie View A&M University
Jin Wang ................ Telecommunications
B.S., Suzhou University, P.R.C.
M.S., Southern Methodist University
Nancy Lynn Wier ................. Telecommunications
B.S., Duke University
Michael G. Williams ................ Telecommunications
B.S.E.E., Marquette University
B.S., Marquette University
Mark Andrew Wolfe ................ Telecommunications
B.S., University of New Mexico
Timothy Shea Wood ................ Systems Engineering
B.S., United States Naval Academy

Degree of Master of Science in Computer Engineering

Bradley David Crabtree ................ Computer Engineering
B.S., California State University, Los Angeles
Joseph E. Fair ................ Computer Engineering
B.S.C., University of Arkansas, Fayetteville

Degree of Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

Matthew Scott Bender ................ Electrical Engineering
B.S., Texas A&M University
Jagannadha Raju Sri Budhantju ................ Electrical Engineering
B.S., Bangalore University
Michael James Carroll ................ Electrical Engineering
B.S.E., Texas A&M University
Paul Vernon Craig ................ Electrical Engineering
B.S., University of Minnesota
M.S., Southern Methodist University
Allan A. Ganess ................ Electrical Engineering
B.S.E., Carleton University
Zahair A. Hilali ................ Electrical Engineering
B.S.E.E., Southern Methodist University

Taha Masood ................ Electrical Engineering
B.A., B.S.E., University of Buffalo
Syed Aamir Naqib ................ Electrical Engineering
B.S.E.E., University of Engineering & Technology, Pakistan
Alfredo Perez, Jr ................ Electrical Engineering
B.S.E.E., M.S.E.E., Texas A&M University,
Kingsville
Komen Shliker ................ Electrical Engineering
B.S., Polytechnic Institute, Ukraine
Manjunath Somiayagi ................ Electrical Engineering
B.S.E.E., University of Mysore, India
Susan Lynn Wilson ................ Electrical Engineering
B.S., B.S.E.E., Southern Methodist University

Degree of Master of Science in Engineering Management

Karl Erik Baker ................ Engineering Management
B.S.M., Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Ryan William Brady ................ Engineering Management
B.S., University of Texas, Austin
Luis Carlos Flores ................ Engineering Management
B.E., Instituto Tecnológico de Aguascalientes
Stephan M. Lindblom ................ Engineering Management
B.S., University of Illinois
M.S.M.E., Southern Methodist University

Jeffrey Alec Metler ................ Engineering Management
B.S.E., Washington State University
Timothy Ian Miikus ................ Engineering Management
B.S., Pennsylvania State University
Kelly C. Mollenkopf ................ Engineering Management
B.S., Texas Tech University
Kathryn G. More ................ Engineering Management
B.S.M., Colorado School of Mines
Degree of Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Dragana Jandric ................. Mechanical Engineering
B.A., University of Novi Sad, Yugoslavia

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Ademuyiwa Adebiyi ................. Economics
Janet M. Armstrong ................. English
with Creative Writing Specialization
With Honors
Glen Lee Arvilla ................. Chemistry
With Honors
Psychology
Wendy Wyche Asen ................. Religious Studies
Leigh Christine Bailey ................. History
With Honors
Mary Josephine Barnwell ................. Political Science
With Honors
Spanish
James Samuel Bell ................. Philosophy
With Honors
Psychology
Timothy Mark Blaquiere ................. Economics
Lynnell Patricia Boone ................. Psychology
Scott James Boyd ................. Economics
Anna Rachel Brandon ................. Psychology
With Honors
Trenton Davis Brookshire ................. Italian Area Studies
Kevin Forest Bruce ................. History
With Honors
Public Policy
Yesenia Esmeralda Cárdenas ................. Foreign Language: Spanish
Hsiang Ju Chou ................. Psychology
Valerie Dawn Clark ................. Psychology
James Donald Cooke, Jr. ................. Economics
Travis Richard Cummings ................. Political Science
Nicole Elaine Eades ................. Mathematics
With Honors
Ashley Elizabeth Endress ................. Psychology
Gustavo Esguivel III ................. Spanish
Griselda Flores ................. International Studies
Wade Allen Fraser ................. Psychology
Clayton Paul Fredrickson ................. Chemistry
Kevin Tyler Fry ................. English
With Honors
with Creative Writing Specialization
Jeffrey Scott Gannon ................. Psychology
Christopher Jon Girard ................. History
Russell Forde Grigsby ................. Economics
Stefanie Tennell Henderson ................. Spanish
DeeDee Brooke Herring ................. Political Science
Tanisha Nicole Hunter ................. Political Science
James Marshall Jones III ................. Political Science
Jane Beck Kalyvas ................. Psychology
With Honors
Andrew James Kaufmann ................. English
With Honors
with Creative Writing Specialization
Ethan Pu Kay ................. International Studies
Amy Lee Kopycinski ................. Psychology
With Honors
Rosemary Louise Kriegel ................. French
With Honors
Erika Kerstin Lueker-Tarango ................. Anthropology
History
Katherine Rose Macaulay ................. Economics
Political Science
Sarah Lockler Martin ................. Anthropology
With Honors
Religious Studies
Katherine Eileen Martinez ................. English
Jarrod Jacob Mason ................. History
Emily Michelle Mayfield ................. Psychology
Taryn Elizabeth Meier ................. English
with Creative Writing Specialization
Elizabeth Ann Mohr ................. English
With Honors
Grant M. Moreland ................. History
Marty A. Nevil ................. Psychology
Daniel Max Osman ................. Economics
Randal C. Oudt ................. Economics
Erin Colleen Parker ................. Psychology
Krisha Rae Pembroke ................. Psychology
Lisa Joyce Phillips ................. English
with Creative Writing Specialization, History
Christopher Daniel Post ................. Economics
With Honors
Kristine Marie Queja ................. Biological Sciences
Elizabeth Randjelovic ................. German
Jennifer Anne Ray ................. Psychology
Annie Beth Ricci ................. Psychology
With Honors
William Brandon Rice ................. Economics
Jennifer Anne Roy ................. Psychology
Charlene Salb ................. Psychology
Melissa Anne Scarpino ................. Psychology
With Honors
Christopher Roper Schell ................. English
Gary Thomas Schulte ................. Mathematics
Barbara Lorraine Shaddix ................. Religious Studies
Ahsirea Shakouri ................. Biological Sciences
Rachel Anne Shick ................. English
with Creative Writing Specialization
With Honors
Anita Marie Singh ................. English
With Honors
Nicole Man Yee Siu ................. Economics
Allison Bratton Smith ................. Political Science
With Honors
Jason Gerome Snipes ................. English
with Creative Writing Specialization
Elizabeth Jane Stallings ................. English
Ferry Stepancic ................. International Studies
Latin American Studies, Spanish
With Honors
Amy Lynn Swanstrom ................. Philosophy
Jay Alan Thompson ................. English
With Honors
Political Science
Christine Allison Thurston ................. English
Francis Jakob Toedli ................. Economics
Matthew Prescott Voth ................. English
Emily Mae Wallace ................. History
Shay Houston Weston ................. Economics
With Honors
Political Science
Joyce Gardner White ................. English
James Alexander Young ................. History
Degree of Bachelor of Humanities
Margaret McMurray Ball .................. Humanities
Bonnie Davis .......................... Humanities
Bonnie Goldberg ....................... Humanities

Audrey Sue Hale ......................... Humanities
Mark Lee .......................... Humanities
Marcella Gabriele Turk .................. Humanities

Degree of Bachelor of Science
Ali Akbar Bahrami ....................... Biochemistry
With Honors
Adnan Mehboob Ali Boghani ............... Economics
with Finance Applications
Bradley P. Cordell ....................... Economics
with Finance Applications
Jasmine Daya .......................... Economics
with Finance Applications
With Honors
Udodirim Esther Ewelike .................. Economics
Kevin Tyler Fry ........................ Economics
with Finance Applications
Wendell Albert Granderson .............. Economics
with Finance Applications
Kelly Suzanne Klecka ..................... Mathematics
With Honors
Emily Michelle Mayfield ................ Biological Sciences

Eric Allen Morgan ....................... Mathematics
Alfredo F. Ortiz II ....................... Geology
Patrick Martin Phillips ................. Biological Sciences
With Honors
Andrew William Robbins ............... Economics
with Finance Applications
Shawn Whittington Rogers .............. Economics
with Finance Applications
Monica Monique Sarratt ................ Economics
with Finance Applications
With Honors
Anand Sehgal ........................ Economics
with Finance Applications
Anita Marie Singh ....................... Sociology
With Honors
Nina Verma ........................ Economics
with Finance Applications

Degree of Bachelor of Social Sciences
Bethany Marcia Brink .................... Social Sciences
Chu Wing Wong ........................ Social Sciences

Vanessa Marie Yma ....................... Social Sciences

IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
Degree of Bachelor of Arts
Matthew Jerome Adamic ................ Communication Arts:
Advertising
Timothy Andrew Allmon ................ Communication Arts:
Television/Radio
Christopher Black ....................... Communication Arts:
Advertising
With Honors
Stevelynn Roslack Black ................ Communication Arts:
Television/Radio
Nellwyn Winston Blewett ................ Communication Arts:
Television/Radio
Kristopher Ryan Bloom .................. Advertising
Courtney Ann Brauminger ................ News Editorial
With Honors
Charles McCosh Bryan, Jr. .............. Journalism:
Broadcast News
Bridgette Nicole Bryant ................ Communication Arts:
Advertising
David Michael Bullen, Jr. .............. Public Affairs
& Corporate Communications
Carl Ramond Bussey ..................... Communication Arts:
Advertising
John Douglas Chaney II ................ Communication Arts:
Cinema
Valerie Dawn Clark ...................... Advertising
Neely B. Coble IV ....................... Advertising
Dean Waldo DeWulf ...................... Public Affairs
& Corporate Communications
Vashti Lee Dolan ....................... Communication Arts:
Advertising

Erica Leigh Dougherty .................. Public Affairs
& Corporate Communications
Jeanne Albury Fant ...................... Public Affairs
& Corporate Communications
With Honors
Jennifer Anne Fischer .................. Communication Arts:
Advertising
Cynthia Dianne Flatt .................... Public Affairs
& Corporate Communications
Kevin Meis Gober ....................... Public Affairs
& Corporate Communications
Steven Paul Gonzalez ................... Communication Arts:
Advertising
Julie Anne Harris ....................... Journalism:
News Editorial
Christopher Hartman .................... Public Affairs
& Corporate Communications
Markesha LesShandra Hill .............. Public Affairs
& Corporate Communications
Max Clayton Hughes ................... Public Affairs
& Corporate Communications
Matthew Joseph Hull .................... Communication Arts:
Television/Radio
Rosemary Louise Kriegel .............. Art History
With Honors
Brandon William Lee .................... Communication Arts:
Cinema
Amanda Diane Martinez ................ Music
Sarah Jane McClary ..................... Journalism:
Broadcast News
Susanna Claire Meadows ............... Communication Arts:
Advertising
Ralph Edwin Miles ............... Communication Arts: 
Television/Radio
Elizabeth Maureen Naculich .......... Advertising
Danielle Victoria Netschi .......... Journalism: 
Broadcast News
Jessica Lynn Northrop .......... Public Affairs 
& Corporate Communications
  With Honors
Sara Olivia Parks ................. Music
*Robin Nicole Prophet .......... Public Affairs 
& Corporate Communications
Merritt Lynn Purser .......... Advertising
  With Honors
Sandy Michelle Quiroz ........ Communication Arts: 
Advertising
Rosalia Ramirez ........ Communication Arts: 
Cinema
Megan Nicole Sims .......... Communication Arts: 
Advertising
Sarah Ann Slee .................. Journalism 
With Honors
Cary Sherrod Taylor .......... Journalism: 
News Editorial
Marilyn Rene Thornton .......... Communication Arts: 
Advertising
Dahn Tuong Tran ............... Cinema
James Gregory Turner .......... Communication Arts: 
Advertising
Jared Robert Vanlandingham ..... Communication Arts: 
Advertising
Jamie Lyn Veigel ............... Art History
Michael Willen Waters .......... Communication Arts: 
Advertising
Brigette Ashley West .......... Communication Arts: 
Advertising
  With Honors
Joseph Dean Young .......... Communication Arts: 
Cinema
Martha L. O’Rourke .......... Studio Art
Sunny Lynne Sliger .......... Studio Art
Keith Laurence Williams .......... Studio Art 
  With Honors
Jinei Lee ................ Piano Performance:
Megan Elise McCorkle ......... Voice Performance
Shannon Renee Thornton .......... Oboe Performance: 
  With Honors

**Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts**

**Degree of Bachelor of Music**

**IN EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS**

**Degree of Bachelor of Business Administration**

Husam Hussein Abusaad .......... Finance
Ginny Marie Baker .............. Finance, Marketing
Seth Lawrence Baker .......... Management Information 
  Systems
Jacqualyn Marie Bezner ........ Finance
  With Honors
Joseph Anthony Bono III ...... Finance
Anna Rachel Brandon .......... Organizational Behavior 
  & Business Policy
  With Honors
Richard Copley Broer, Jr. .... Finance
Sheila D. Campbell ............ Finance
Yesencia Esmereilda Cárdenas .... Finance
Scott Andrew Clark .......... General Business
Daniel James Costanza .......... Finance
Jasmine Daya ................ Financial Consulting
Kathryn Thayer Dearmond .... Finance 
  Real Estate Finance
  With Honors
Courtney Danielle Dennis ...... Finance
Richard Brian Derksen .......... General Business
Jeffrey James Drayer .......... Management Information 
  Systems
Tamila Fathi ................ Organizational Behavior 
  & Business Policy
Amber Marie Foster ........ Accounting
Romulo Garza, Jr. ........ Finance
Julian Ghizdareanu .......... Finance
Jonathan Ryan Giles .......... Finance
Michael Nicholas Greene .......... General Business
Shelly Dawn Hamilton .......... Finance
Trevor Davis Harvath .......... Marketing
David Allen Hawa .......... Finance
  With Honors
John Thomas Hughes .......... Finance
Amber Marie Jones .......... General Business
Jennifer Lea Lambright .......... Marketing
Trieu Van Le .......... Management Information 
  Systems
Kristy Lynn Leos .......... Finance
  With Honors
Mark Warren Lewis .......... General Business
Philippe Paul Lewis .......... Financial Consulting
Keith Howard Lovelace .......... Marketing
Brian Todd Lowe .......... Management Information 
  Systems
Veronica Anne May .......... Real Estate Finance
Casey Lee McCollum .......... General Business
Natalie Ann Nelson .......... Finance
Diana Nikitina .......... Finance
  With Honors
Roman Oravec .......... Finance, Marketing 
  With Honors
Rukiye Fusun Öygar .......... Finance
  With Honors
Floyd Penn, Jr. ........ Accounting

* Degree awarded posthumously.
Holly Renee Perry ........................................ Finance
Christopher Daniel Post ............................. Finance
Leonard Julius Sawyer ............................. Finance
Light Elizabeth Sayles ............................. Marketing
Joshua Alan Sepkowitz ............................. Finance
Jeremy Dean Shipman ............................. Organizational Behavior & Business Policy
Kimberly Dawn Sonnier ............................. Finance
Chelsea Wren Speece ............................. Finance
Tomson Sunny .................................... Management Information Systems
Payton Kendall Swope ............................. Finance
Gustavo Adolfo Tamayo ............................. Finance
Francis Jakob Tedidi ............................. Finance
Jantce V. Vasquez ................................ Marketing
Heidi A. Waniechk ................................ Finance
Aaron Jeffrey Zolna ............................. Finance

IN SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Andrew James Kaufmann .......................... Computer Science
Gary Thomas Schulte ............................. Computer Science

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Elena Catheryn Brown ............................. Management Science
Ernest James Chambers .......................... Computer Science
With Honors
Samuel Kurt Newman ............................. Computer Science
Kwabena Akuffo Newmann ........................ Management Science
Quyen Thuc Vu .................................. Computer Science

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

Robert Leonard Glass IV .......................... Computer Engineering

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Michael Arthur Harper ............................ Electrical Engineering
Shalini Nair .................................... Electrical Engineering
Darrel Clifford Pyle ............................... Electrical Engineering
Julie Francesca Torres ............................. Electrical Engineering

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Elizabeth Chadwick Bogan ........................ Mechanical Engineering
Paige D’Ann Hamilton ............................. Mechanical Engineering
Kelly Suzanne Klecka ............................. Mechanical Engineering
With Honors
Eric Allen Morgan ............................. Mechanical Engineering
Justin M. Westmoreland ........................ Mechanical Engineering

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering

Gayle Elaine Jean ............................. Environmental Engineering
Rodolfo A. Robles ............................. Environmental Engineering

The December portion of the program contains the names of candidates for degrees and honors. Inclusion in the program does not constitute evidence of completion of degrees or honors requirements.
AUGUST 2001 GRADUATES
IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Risa Cybele Diemond Arbolo .......... Anthropology
B.A., Columbia University
M.A., Southern Methodist University
Adviser: Mike Adler

Julie C. Long ......................... Biological Sciences
B.S., Texas Woman’s University
Dissertation: “Membrane Topology of the A Subunit of Escherichia Coli F1F0 ATP Synthase with Characterization of First Cytoplasmic Loop”
Adviser: Steven Vik

Ilya V. Narsky ........................ Physics
B.S., Moscow Institute of Physics
Dissertation: “Rare Leptonic Decays of the D Meson and Tau Lepton”
Adviser: Ryszard Stroydowski

IN SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Mihai Surdeanu ....................... Computer Science
M.S., Technical University of Cluj-Napoca
Adviser: Dan Moldovan

IN THE SCHOOL OF LAW

Degree of Juris Doctor

Stacy Christopher Blackard .............. Law
B.S., Texas A&M University
Edward Foster Green ..................... Law
B.A., University of Texas, Austin
Scott Matthew Marshall .................. Law
B.S., University of Texas, Austin

Christopher John Paris .................. Law
B.B.A., University of Texas, Austin
Susan Helene Southerland .............. Law
B.A., University of Texas, Austin

IN PERKINS SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

Degree of Master of Theological Studies

Theodore Dean Frost
B.S., American Technological University

Daniel Simon Nieto
B.A., University of New Mexico
M.S., M.Ed., Ph.D., University of Texas, Austin

Christopher Austin Vaughan
B.A., Hendrix College

Degree of Master of Divinity

Andre Filomena C. Feijo
B.A., Faculty of Theology of Methodist Church, Brazil

John Akanbi Makinde
Diploma in Religious Studies, M.A., University of Ibadan, Nigeria

Jerico Jess D. Pagdilao
B.Th., Ebenezer Bible College and Seminary, Philippines

Sergei Petrov
Cum Laude
Diploma, St. Petersburg Mechanical Institute, Russia
B.A., B.Th., William and Catherine Booth College, Canada

Alan Niel Van Hooser
B.B.A., Sam Houston State University
Margaret McCracken Watkins
Magna Cum Laude
B.A., M.A., Austin College
J.D., St. Mary’s University
LL.M., University of Miami
IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

Degree of Master of Arts

Elizabeth Gayle Dickenson ........................................ History
B.A., Southern Methodist University
Isiloarean Legacy”

Elizabeth Ann Franks ........................................... Clinical
& Counseling Psychology
B.A., Southern Methodist University
Thesis: “The Utility of Intimate Partner Reports in
Validation of Batters’ Self-Report Stages and
Processes of Change”

Mary Jane Hoffman Keller ....................................... Clinical
& Counseling Psychology
B.S., Louisiana State University & A&M
College

Cynthia Duffaut Lessne ........................................... Applied Economics
B.A., Southeastern Oklahoma State University

Bradley James Nordlander ................................. Psychology
B.A., Colorado Christian University

Navnitaa Sarma ......................................................... Applied Economics
B.A., University of Delhi, India
M.A., Jawaharlal Nehru University, India

Troy Leigh Showalter ........................................... Applied Economics
B.S., Kansas State University
M.B.A., Wichita State University

Summer Noelle Smith .............................................. Psychology
B.A., Southern Methodist University
Thesis: “Mature, Happy, and Gay: Accommodation,
Intimacy, and Power in Coming Out Stories”

Monica Mishal Turley ............................................... Clinical
& Counseling Psychology
B.A., Baylor University
Thesis: “Examining the Effectiveness of the Dallas
County Drug Court System”

Deng Yang ................................................................. Applied Economics
B.S., Xiamen University, P.R.C.

Degree of Master of Bilingual Education

Bobby R. Adams ................................................. Bilingual Education
B.A., University of Texas, Austin

Jacqueline Renee Alexander ..................................... Bilingual Education
B.A., University of North Texas
M.A., Texas Woman’s University

Jairo Casco ............................................................... Bilingual Education
B.A., University of Texas, Arlington

Juanita Davila ........................................................... Bilingual Education
B.S., Texas Woman’s University

Joe M. Dugan ............................................................. Bilingual Education
B.S., Texas Woman’s University

Patricia Giorgina Garcia-Smith ................................... Bilingual Education
B.A., Universidad Estatal de Guayaquil

Ruth Banda Guevara ................................................ Bilingual Education
B.A., Southern Methodist University

Christina Cynthia Gutierrez ..................................... Bilingual Education
B.A., University of Texas, Dallas

Viviana Hall .............................................................. Bilingual Education
B.A., University of Bogota

Claudia Ilana Helberg ............................................. Bilingual Education
B.A., University of Oklahoma, Norman

Le Minh Nguyen Lam ............................................. Bilingual Education
B.A., University of Central Oklahoma

Javier Francisco Fena .............................................. Bilingual Education
B.S., University of North Texas

Wilfredo Ramos ...................................................... Bilingual Education
B.A., Interamericana University of Puerto Rico

Nelly Steer .................................................................. Bilingual Education
B.S., Southern Methodist University

Degree of Master of Liberal Arts

Chadd J. Bridwell ...................................................... Liberal Arts

Megan Elizabeth Capshaw ......................................... Liberal Arts
B.A., Southern Methodist University

Joy D’Anna Gage ........................................................ Liberal Arts
B.B.A., Baylor University

Martha Ann McSweeney ......................................... Liberal Arts
B.S., University of North Texas

Michael A. Olive ........................................................ Liberal Arts
B.C.A., Dallas Baptist University

Czarina Suzanne Reyes ............................................. Liberal Arts
B.A., Southern Methodist University

Nicole Falco Roak ...................................................... Liberal Arts
B.A., Southern Methodist University

Jonathan Richard Schmidt .................................. Liberal Arts
B.A., Southern Methodist University

Jennifer Leigh Stratton .......................................... Liberal Arts
B.S., Louisiana State University
Learning Therapist, Southern Methodist University

Kerry Colleen Thompson ........................................... Liberal Arts
B.A., B.S., University of Colorado, Boulder

Mark David Thompson ............................................ Liberal Arts
B.A., Southern Methodist University
IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Degree of Master of Arts

Vessela Nikolova Anguelova ................. Art History
B.A., New Bulgarian University
Thesis: "Barracco 201: Marriage Ritual on an
Etruscan Funeral Relief from Chiusi"

Daniel Arasa .................................. Television/Radio
Diploma, Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona
Thesis: "The Church and the Internet: A Content
Analysis of Two Catholic Websites"

David Charles Bennett ....................... Arts Administration
B.M., Texas Christian University

Maria Catherine Culcasii ..................... Arts Administration
B.A., University of Notre Dame

Jennifer Lea Davis ............................ Art History
B.A., University of San Diego
Thesis: "Thomas Moran and Slaves Escaping
Through the Swamp: An Overlooked and
Anomalous Image"

Prajna Desai .................................. Art History
B.A., St. Xavier's College, Bombay
M.A., University of Bombay
Thesis: "The Pearlman Trumpet: A Phenomenology
of Form"

Chance Farago ............................... Arts Administration
B.S., Northeastern University

Songming Feng ............................... Television/Radio
B.A., Wuhan University, China

Jennifer Kerschner Phoenix .................. Art History
B.A., B.A., University of California, Irvine
Thesis: "Pietre Fiesolane: A New Examination of
the Archaic Etruscan Funerary Monuments"

Sandhya Sarma ............................... Television/Radio
B.A., University of Delhi
Diploma, Sophia Polytechnic, India
Thesis: "Professionalism Among Future Media
Professionals: A Study on Indian and American
Print and Broadcast Journalism Students"

Amy Elizabeth Waghriro ..................... Arts Administration
B.M., Southern Methodist University

Degree of Master of Music

Anna Marie Binneweg ....................... Music Education
B.A., California Polytechnic State University,
San Luis Obispo
M.M., Southern Methodist University

Elizabeth Alice Crouch ...................... Music History &
B.A., B.A., Rhodes College
M.S.M., Southern Methodist University
Thesis: "Daniel Pinkham: The Organ Works
Dedicated to Andrew Paul Holman"

Heather Elizabeth Villavaso Pine .......... Music History &
B.M.Ed., Northwestern State University of
Louisiana
Thesis: "The Ossian Legend in First-Empire Lyric
Theater: Jean-François LeSueur's Ossian, ou les
Barres and Etienne Nicolas Mehul's Uthal"

IN THE EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Degree of Master of Business Administration

Heather Hudson Alper
B.B.A., B.A., Southern Methodist University

Paul Michael Alsina
B.S., Texas A&M University

Justin Lowell Ashford
B.A., Hillsdale College

Brian Groves Bardwell
B.S., Auburn University

William Julius Barna
B.A., University of California, Davis

David Charles Bennett
B.M., Texas Christian University

John Ernest Bennett
B.A., B.S., B.M., M.A., M.S., Michigan State
University

Michelle Angela Boyer
B.S., M.S., University of Illinois, Urbana

Rebecca Ruth Bridges
B.A., Baylor University

Clark Brooks Briner
B.S., Texas Tech University

J. Clint Campbell
B.B.A., Southwest Texas State University

Aimee Camille Cole
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University

Marshall Kent Coleman
B.A., Brigham Young University

Vielka-Lee Collazo
B.S.E.E., University of Puerto Rico

Brennan Gate Cross
B.B.A., Oklahoma Baptist University

Maria Catherine Culcasii
B.A., University of Notre Dame

Steven David Erdahl
B.S., Montana State University

J.D., University of Tulsa

LL.M., New York University

Chance Farago
B.S., Northeastern University

Erin Elizabeth Flanagan
B.B.A., Texas Christian University

Patrick John Foreman
B.B.A., University of Texas, Austin
Michael David Gallian  
B.A., Southern Methodist University

Greg Edward Gerardy  
B.S., Oklahoma State University

Andrew Ross Gillentine  
B.A., Randolph-Macon College

Leona Elizabeth Green  
B.S.E., Prairie View A&M University

Nigel Archibald Green  
B.S.E., Louisiana State University & A&M College

Ilyas Berk Guvelioğlu  
B.S., Bogazici University

M.S., Tufts University

Jeffrey Scott Harkins  
B.A., Texas A&M University

Andrew David Harvey  
B.S., Trinity University

Arthur David Harvey  
B.S.E., Louisiana State University & A&M College

Jason Craig Holland  
B.A., Texas Tech University

Mikio Stephen Ichiba  
B.S.E., University of Connecticut

Kevin Michael Jakuc  
B.S., Pennsylvania State University

Somit Joshi  
B.S., Indian Institute of Technology  
M.S.M., University of Florida

William Andrew Kelly IV  
B.A., University of Texas, Austin

Sandeep Lakhina  
B.S., Lucknow University

M.B.A., Institute of Management Technology

Trevor Laurence  
B.S., University of California, Berkeley

Brian Richard Lees  
B.S., State University of New York, Binghamton

James Wilkinson Lincoln II  
B.S., Centenary College of Louisiana

Zhenghao Luo  
B.S., Shanghai Jiao Tong University  
M.S., University of Texas, Austin

Tarik K. Masri  
B.B.A., University of Oklahoma, Norman

Michael Clinton McCrory  
B.A., Texas Tech University

Miriam Satie Nakano  
B.S., Universidade Mackenzie

Dibyendu N. Nath  
B.S.E., Fairleigh Dickinson University  
M.S.E.E., Southern Methodist University

Lon Newsom  
B.S.E., University of Texas, Arlington

Ioannis Nikolau Papantonopoulos  
B.S.E., M.S.E.E., University of Maine

Raffi A. Patatian  
B.S., Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University

Michael Snow Plumer  
B.S., Texas A&M University

Paul Richard Poston  
B.A., Texas Christian University

Atul Rastogi  
B.S.E., Texas A&M University

Shamitha Reddy  
B.S.M.E., University of Texas, Austin

Christopher A. Reilly  
B.S., Wayland Baptist University

Michael Johnathon Richmond  
B.S., Texas A&M University, Kingsville

Paula Gayle Richmond  
B.A., Texas A&M University

Kim Renee Robbins-Tennyson  
B.S., LeTourneau University

Michael John Roberts  
B.A., Hendrix College

David Bruce Rosenbluth  
B.S.E., University of Arizona  
M.S.E.E., Duke University

Stacy Elise Schoppa  
B.B.A., Baylor University

John Howard Seiler  
B.A., Hampden-Sydney College

Gregory Wayne Spencer  
B.A., Kansas State University

Christopher Scott Stowell  
B.A., Baylo: University

Robert Ray Sutterfield  
B.S., Texas A&M University

Steven Michael Tait  
B.S., University of Texas, Austin

Vijay Singh Tungar  
B.S., University of Texas, Austin

Jennifer Lynn Thorsen  
B.B.A., Southwest Texas State University

Edward Francis Toomey  
B.S., University of Notre Dame

Kellie Kathleen Twiss  
B.A., University of Florida

Piyush K. Vaidya  
B.B.A., University of North Texas

Joel Jaime Vallejo  
B.B.A., Texas A&M University

Sameer Vuyyuru  
B.S., Nagarjuna University  
M.S.E.E., Texas Tech University

Amy Elizabeth Wagliardo  
B.M., Southern Methodist University

Jacqueline Marie Wetzel  
B.S.E.E., GMI-Engineering & Management Institute

M.S., University of Dayton

Jarrad Allen Wills  
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University

Erez Yarkoni  
B.S.C., University of Haifa

D. Craig York  
B.S., M.S.C., University of Arkansas, Fayetteville

Degree of Master of Science in Accounting

Pawel Bartosz Rudnicki  
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
IN SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Master of Science

Pao-Li An ........................................... Telecommunications
B.A., Tamkang University

Hani Adel Atallah Beshara .... Systems Engineering
B.S., The University of Calgary

Thomas Bruce Blackmore .......... Environmental Systems Management
B.S., Franklin Pierce College

Stephen Sunguel Choi .................. Telecommunications
B.S., National University
M.B.A., Florida Institute of Technology

Mark Dobbeck ............................ Telecommunications
B.A., Capital University
M.B.A., Cleveland State University

Larry Neal Flint .......................... Telecommunications
B.S., Purdue University

Karen Maureen Duffy Gresko ........ Telecommunications
B.S., North Central College

Yvonne Michelle Grigsby .......... Software Engineering
B.S.E., GMI-Engineering and Management Institute

Lixin Jia .................................. Telecommunications
B.S., Beijing Institute of Technology
M.S., Iowa State University
M.S., Southern Methodist University

Onariz A. Mir ......................... Software Engineering
B.S., University of Texas, Dallas

Thomas Leroy Mitchell .............. Software Engineering
B.S., Castleton State College

Monica Norina Nunez .............. Applied Science
B.S., Texas Tech University

Latasha Dawn Perreault .......... Systems Engineering
B.S., Southern Methodist University

Aimee Nicole Poth ................ Systems Engineering
B.S.M., Southern Methodist University

Brian J. Riley ........................ Software Engineering
B.S.E., University of Texas, El Paso

Lawrence W. Russell .................. Environmental Systems Management
B.S., University of Central Florida

Lance Wesley Thompson ............ Telecommunications
B.S.E., University of Florida

Craig Michael Waller ............. Telecommunications
B.S.E., University of Texas, Dallas

Degree of Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

Mark L. Adams ......................... Electrical Engineering
B.S.E., Brigham Young University

Bo Wei ............................. Electrical Engineering
B.S.E.E., Hebei Institute of Architectural Science and Technology

Degree of Master of Science in Engineering Management

David Graham Gamble ............... Engineering Management
B.S., New Jersey Institute of Technology

Richard D. Vance ..................... Engineering Management
B.S.E., University of Florida

Mahmoud M. Yazdani .......... Engineering Management
B.S.E., University of Texas, Arlington
M.S.E.E., Southern Methodist University

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Robert Travis Axton .................. Political Science
Cum Laude

Joshua David Ayers ................. Economics, Philosophy

Victoria Maria Bahr .................. Geology

Steven Richard Barnes .............. Psychology, Sociology

Maetrolsha Brewster ............... Psychology, Sociology

James Renee Brown .................. Psychology

Joseph Michael Bruno, Jr. .......... Psychology

Teressa Lynn Bullard .............. Psychology

Melissa Lynn Caufiend .............. French

Mima Rebecca Cavan ................ Psychology

Wendy M. Cooper ....................... Anthropology

Regina Copedge ....................... International Studies
Cum Laude

Scott Graham Davidson .......... Economics

Willie Bradford Davis, Jr. ....... Economics

James Robert Elder ................. Economics

Keren Joyce Elias ................... Chemistry

Lee Marie Evans ..................... Spanish
Cum Laude

Jeremy Ernest Gregg ............... English
Cum Laude, Departmental Distinction

Robert Edward Hillert ............. Economics, History

Scott Jeffrey Howell ............... Philosophy

Katherine Simmons Inskip .......... Geology

Nicholas Wayne Jensen .......... Political Science

Alison Michelle Jinks .............. English

Heather Dawn Jordan ............. History
Magna Cum Laude
Honors in Liberal Arts

Valerie Leigh Kalka ............... Biological Sciences
Cum Laude

Christopher O’Kelly Kayem .......... History

Mark Paul Keeling ............... History

Stacy Jeanne Kettelhut .......... Psychology

Elizabeth Davis Knight .......... Italian Area Studies
Cum Laude

Yria Luna .......................... Latin American Studies

William Wakefield Margo ......... Latin American Studies
Spanish

William Wakefield Margo ......... Latin American Studies
Spanish
Sidney Leticia Mast .................. Latin American Studies
Spanish
Salima Moolji ......................... Political Science
Jeffery Adams Moore .................. Psychology
Summa Cum Laude
Kenneth Ray Murray, Jr. ................. English
with Creative Writing Specialization
Hilary Elise Natiello ................. Political Science
Tony Dewayne Newsome ................ Economics
Jeremy Justin Nickel .................. Sociology
Brett Moser Parker ...................... History
Jill Elizabeth Parvin .................... History
Andrew Clay Patterson ................ Economics
Tiffanie Nicole Roberson .............. English, Sociology
Raquel Ramirez .......................... French
Cynthia Rodriguez ..................... Psychology, Sociology
Magna Cum Laude, Departmental Distinction in Psychology
Debbie Anni Rodriguez ................ Psychology
William Brown Sanders ................ English
Bradley Matthew Sarto ................. International Studies
Worth Byron Snyder .................... Economics
Bryan Rogers Spencer .................. Italian Area Studies
Blake Craig Stewart ................... English Cum Laude
Amy Miller Taylor ..................... English
Honors in Liberal Arts
Nathaniel Heyward Taylor .............. History
Natalie Jean Thompson ................. Political Science
Braden Matthew Tokoly ................ Economics
Terra Christian Tomlinson ............ Psychology
Cum Laude
George Trevino .......................... Psychology
Mason W. Turner ........................ Economics
Patrick O’Neill Ware ................... History
Alexander Jason Wells ................ Economics
Russell Scott Wells .................... Religious Studies
Stacy Anne Witt ......................... Political Science
Minden Annette Yappe .................. Psychology
Ha Chung Yi ............................. Philosophy
Cum Laude
Honors in Liberal Arts

Degree of Bachelor of Humanities
Toni Duplain ............................. Humanities
Celia Doris King ......................... Humanities
Magna Cum Laude
Beverly Elaine Vaughan ................. Humanities

Degree of Bachelor of Science
Demetrios Boutsikakis .................. Mathematics
Warren Kyle Cauthen .................... Economics
with Finance Applications
Danielle Annette Choice .............. Economics
with Finance Applications
Brandi Kathleen Kiel ................... Geology
Michael Christopher Messmer .......... Economics
with Finance Applications
Douglas Wade Pickering, Jr. ........ Economics
with Finance Applications
Andrew Lamons Rugg ................... Economics
with Finance Applications
Meghan N. Siemantel ................... Geology

Degree of Bachelor of Social Sciences
Jorge Eisemann ......................... Social Sciences
Jennifer Lewayne Humphrey ................. Social Sciences
Cum Laude
Mary Ann L. Plante ..................... Social Sciences
Magna Cum Laude

IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Degree of Bachelor of Arts
Monica Rene Aguirre ................... Journalism
Casey Edwin Armstrong ................ Communication Arts:
Advertising
Gay Nanette Beach ..................... Communication Arts:
Television/Radio
Jamesia Renee Brown ................. Communication Arts:
Advertising
Patrick Joseph Bruce ................... Communication Arts:
Advertising
Kelly Mae Bry .......................... Communication Arts:
Advertising
Lakesha Renee Carr ................... Advertising
Tenetha Shontelle Chatman ............ Journalism:
News Editorial
Christina Lee Cole ....................... Public Affairs
& Corporate Communications
Departmental Distinction
Lee Marie Evans ....................... Communication Arts:
Television/Radio
Cum Laude
Emery Haydon Fuller .................. Communication Arts:
Advertising
Melissa Ann Godwin ................... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Magna Cum Laude
Elizabeth Michelle Goodson .......... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Departmental Distinction
Lauren Elizabeth Hammit ............. Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Katie Maureen Hansen ................. Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Amber Dawn Horn ..................... Communication Arts:
Cinema
Elizabeth Davis Knight .......... Communication Arts: Cinema
Cum Laude
Allison Jane Kouy .......... Art History
Natasha Francesca Lee .......... Communication Arts: Advertising
Laura Parks Mabry .......... Journalism: News Editorial
Catherine Ashley McCue .......... Communication Arts: Cinema
Virginia Anne McCullough .......... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Cum Laude
Jennifer Lindsey Partridge .......... Communication Arts: Advertising
George Lance Pereira .......... Communication Arts: Cinema
Courtney Ray Richardson .......... Communication Arts: Television/Radio
Robert Kirby Schlegel .......... Communication Arts: Television/Radio
Lindsay Brooke Stein .......... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Lauren Jane Thompson .......... Communication Arts: Advertising

Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts

Tracy Diane Cooper .......... Theatre
Magnus Cum Laude
Michael Scott Griggs .......... Theatre
Magnus Cum Laude
Kelsey Alton Kling .......... Theatre
Magnus Cum Laude
Tara Lynn Lizak .......... Dance Performance
Cum Laude
Kara English Moreland .......... Art History

Degree of Bachelor of Music

Sherna Lee Miller Armstrong .......... Music Education: Voice Performance
Cum Laude
Jason Thomas Blank .......... Flute Performance
Stephanie Krystal Huser .......... Music Therapy
Michael John Kimmons .......... Voice Performance
Magnus Cum Laude
Windy Elizabeth Rushing .......... Music Therapy

IN EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Degree of Bachelor of Business Administration

Justin William Bandt .......... Management Information Systems
Kimberly Susanne Barber .......... Marketing
Tracy Dawn Bauer .......... Accounting & Business Policy
Sairah Beg .......... Organizational Behavior & Business Policy
Dalton Owen Blake III .......... Marketing
Allen Joseph Cashin .......... General Business
John Woodrow Craig .......... Finance
Cum Laude
Lana Nicole Darnell .......... Marketing
Alice Jain Fillman .......... General Business
Lloyd Calvin Fullenwider IV .......... General Business
Christine Nablo Ganaden .......... Management Information Systems
Stephen Gardner Gelb .......... General Business
Jennifer Catharine Heinsbroek .......... Finance
Cum Laude
Honors in Business
Scott Jeffrey Howell .......... Management Information Systems
Lisa Marie Lara .......... Accounting
Sandra Lerma .......... General Business
Tammy Kay Lomonaco .......... Organizational Behavior & Business Policy
Tate Marshall Laesebrink .......... Marketing
Darko Najsal .......... Marketing
Summa Cum Laude
Samuel Adam Peloquin .......... Finance
Darren Frederick Roegner .......... General Business
Vann Thomas Shank .......... Finance
Thomas Dudley Simmons III .......... Finance
David Jade Smith .......... Finance
Lionel Christopher Sullivan .......... Organizational Behavior & Business Policy
Cum Laude
Honors in Business
Steven Bradley Urban .......... Organizational Behavior & Business Policy
Carolina Widjaja .......... Marketing
Todd Andrew Williams .......... Finance
Ha Chung Yi .......... General Business
Cum Laude
Honors in Business and in Liberal Arts
IN SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Demetrios Boutsikakis........................Management Science
Vrajesh Natvar Patel............................Computer Science

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

Alexandra Susana Robinson......Computer Engineering

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Rick W. Fontenot................................Electrical Engineering

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Charles Clark.................................Mechanical Engineering
Cum Laude
Mark Dennis Cochran...............Mechanical Engineering
Houda Taissir Jarrah.................Mechanical Engineering
Magna Cum Laude

Ryan Patrick Johnson............Mechanical Engineering
Matthew Charles Krueger........Mechanical Engineering
John Victor Pulliam................Mechanical Engineering
RECOGNITIONS

PLATFORM PARTY
Ruth Sharp Altshuler, Chair of the Board of Trustees
John B. Attanasio, Dean of Dedman School of Law
U. Narayan Bhat, Dean of Research and Graduate Studies
Carole Brandt, Dean of Meadows School of the Arts
Caroline Brettell, President of the Faculty Senate
James E. Caswell, Vice President for Student Affairs
Jonathan Childers, President of the Senior Class
William M. Finnin, Jr., Chaplain to the University
John A. Hall, University Registrar
Judith Henneberger, Assistant Chaplain to the University
Robin W. Lovin, Dean of Perkins School of Theology
Ross C Murfin, Provost of the University
Jasper Neel, Dean of Dedman College and Vice Provost
Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean of Edwin L. Cox School of Business
Susan Nowlin, President of SMU Alumni Association
Robert A. Patterson, Dean of Division of Education and Lifelong Learning
Stephen Szygenda, Dean of the School of Engineering
R. Gerald Turner, President of the University
Jeanne P. Whitman, Vice President for Development and External Affairs

THE GUILD OF MARSHALS
Bradley Kent Carter, Chief Marshal
Maurice G.A. Elton and Eric J. Kartchner, Procession Marshals
Nathan Montoya, Platform Marshal

Uday Apte
James G. Dunham
Thomas B. Fomby
David B. Johnson
Joseph Magliolo III
Dennis M. Simon
Rita Whillock
Larry White
Charles M. Wood

The Office of Academic Ceremonies expresses its gratitude to Lorn Howard for the carillon music he has provided tonight. We also wish to thank all who have worked so hard to make this evening a celebration of the accomplishments of those members of the SMU community who are about to receive their degrees.
America the Beautiful

O beautiful for spacious skies, for amber waves of grain;
for purple mountain majesties above the fruited plain!
America! America!
God shed his grace on thee,
and crown thy good with brotherhood from sea to shining sea.

O beautiful for heroes proved in liberating strife,
who more than self their country loved, and mercy more than life!
America! America!
May God thy gold refine,
till all success be nobleness, and every gain divine.

O beautiful for patriot dream that sees beyond the years
thine alabaster cities gleam, undimmed by human tears!
America! America!
God mend thine every flaw,
confirm thy soul in self-control, thy liberty in law.

University Hymn

Oh, we see the Varsity, Varsity, Varsity
As she towers o’er the hill over there
and our hearts are filled with joy, SMU, SMU
Alma Mater, we’ll be true forever!

So that all may enjoy the majesty of the ceremony and the joy of the occasion, we ask that no photographs be taken inside the auditorium. Official photographs of candidates will be taken as they receive their degrees. You will have an opportunity to purchase this photograph.